A small selection of reduced price items and poorer condition examples of some scarce works that have recently come into stock. All are realistically priced. We hope that you will find something to interest you. Please note that many of these books are not listed on our website so to order please call or email me.
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NAPOLEONIC WARS

   Standard primer containing useful concise accounts of numerous battles & engagements 1811-14. Orig. grey cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   French language illustrated battlefield guide. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Standard study. Orig. green cloth, gilt, some light staining to cloth. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Standard account by a participant in the battle who became an established “Guide & Describer of the battle” & proprietor of a museum of relics. Nice copy in orig. red cloth, blindstamped & gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Standard primer & a nice clean copy in dw. See illustration on our website. £10.00

   War in the Peninsula as seen by a subaltern of the 88th (or Connaught Rangers). Orig. red cloth, sp. somewhat faded & mkd. o/w VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. £50.00

Material largely adapted from other works, but a very scarce & useful work on the Napiers in the peninsular, India &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, sp. sunned & sl. chipped o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00


Collection of diaries & journals of campaigns in Egypt, Peninsula & Waterloo, also PoWs. Includes the Journal of Jardin Ainé. Napoleon’s Equerry at Waterloo, the journal of Daniel Nicol of the Gordon Highlanders in the Low Countries & the Peninsular (incl. Talavera &c.). Orig. red cloth, gilt, little marked & worn, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00


Distinguished rifleman & general with much detail on a wealth of campaigns from Peninsula (with the 95th Rifles) & New Orleans to the Sikh & Kaffir Wars. Orig. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. £30.00


Deputy Asst. Commissary-Genl. with the King’s German Legion. Acclaimed personal account taken from his diary in the Peninsula & illustrated with his watercolours. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £30.00


ADC to Gns. Ferguson & Beresford, then in the Portuguese service: at Rolica, Vimiera, Corunna, Badajos & Salamanca. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little wear but overall VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00


Acclaimed standard account. VG in dw. £12.00

INDIA

13. The Indian Army & Civil Service List, January 1873.

Includes regimental listings, gradation list (with remarks) &c., also includes Civil Service, Medical Establishment, Public Works., &c., with full index. Contemp. calf boards but lacking sp. panel & rear board almost detached. £30.00


Dé Boigne, Thomas, Perron & their contemporaries. Rare 1st Ed., orig. olive cloth, gilt, VG with minor univ. lib. markings but sp. unmarked. See illustration on our website. £95.00


Persian war, 1856. £10.00


Work at the Frontier Hospital at Peshawaur, travel in Tibet in 1922 & the dramatic mission in Tirah to rescue Miss Ellis, a captured Englishwoman. VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00


129th Baluchis landed in France with Lahore Div., Sept. 1914, made the first Indian Attack on the Western Front a month later & saw much action at 1st & 2nd Ypres, &c. To East Africa in Jan. 1916. Interesting Appendices include lists of British & Indian officers, notes on composition of the regiment, detailed analysis of casualties, all recommendations made for gallantry awards, including those that resulted in no award being made. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, stained & worn, sound. £65.00


Served with 19th Light Dragoons in San Domingo, West India, India, Java (with Raffles). KiA during 1st Nepal War. Orig. brown cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00


Service with 3rd & 7th Gurkhas in India, Garhwal, Nepal &c. 1880s-1920s; cmd. Derajat Bde. in 3rd Afghan War &c. Orig. dec. cloth, worn, some splitting to sp., generally sound. £16.00


Recollections of long service in India with the Corps of Guides &c. including 2nd Afghan War (storming of Ali Musjid &c.), Egypt (Suakin 1885), NWF campaigns, WW1 commanding 28th (Frontier Force) Brigade in Suez, Aden & Mesopotamia where promoted to command 7th (Meerut) Division in Dec. 1915 until invalided six months later. Orig. green cloth, rather worn but sound copy. £35.00

AFRICA


Excellent account of 1st Bn. Royal Sussex Regt. in South Africa 1900-02: Diamond Hill, Bloemfontein, Lindley &c. Awards roll. Details of 13th & 21st MI in appendices. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, unevenly sunned & somewhat worn but sound throughout. See illustration on our website. £50.00


Around 100pp. on the three Wiltshire Companies with the Imperial Yeomanry in the Boer War, nominal rolls of the contingents & of casualties. VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00
   Portraits & records of service of over 600 officers & men serving with British or Colonial forces in SA. Orig. dec. cloth, a little splitting & marking to cloth o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
   £45.00

24. SELOUS (Frederick Courteney) Sunshine & Storm in Rhodesia: Being a Narrative of Events in Matabeleland, Both Before & During the Recent Native Insurrection up to the date of the Disbandment of the Bulawayo Field Force. 2nd Ed., xxix+290pp., 17 illus., map. Rowland Ward. 1896.
   £25.00

   Scarce account of service with Brighton Volunteer (bearer) Coy., RAMC, with 23rd Field Hospital, later a trooper with 34th IY. Orig. yellow cloth, blocked red, with photo. onlay, somewhat soiled & worn but overall very sound, near VG. See illustration on our website.
   £50.00

   Author joined Equatorial Bn. of the Egyptian Army based in Mongalla Province as a coy. commander, June 1917. Turkana Patrol 1918 &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, sl. sunned sp. o/w VG. See illustration on our website.
   £30.00

27. YOUNG (Filson) The Relief of Mafeking: How it was Accomplished by Mahon’s Flying Column; with an account of Some Earlier Episodes in the Boer War 1899-1900. 1st Ed., xi+293pp., 4 illus., map, plan. Methuen. 1900.
   Based on author’s despatches to the Manchester Guardian. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £50.00

OTHER CAMPAIGNS AND WARS

   Russo-Japanese War. Somewhat worn, two maps lacking (one from end-pocket), inscribed “E. Ashmead-Bartlett July 18 1906” but this has been crossed out in ink.
   £15.00

   Reprint of best edition (which contains a supplementary chapter) of rare original account of Keppel’s naval operations against the Sarebas, Rembas & other Borneo pirates in 1843. Orig. blue cloth, VG.
   £25.00

   The author was an ‘Accredited Russian War Correspondent’ during the Siege. Orig. cloth, gilt, little worn, near VG. £14.00

   Useful complete history. See illustration on our website.
   £10.00

   The most distinguished soldier of his generation: Second Burma War, Crimea, Indian Mutiny, China War, Red River Expedition, Ashanti, Zulu War, Tel-el-Kebir, Nile campaign, C-in-C 1895-96 and great reformer of the British army. Orig. olive cloth, gilt, sl. trace of removal of labels from foot of sps., Vol. I lacks flep o/w VG.
   £35.00

TRAINING MANUALS AND INSTRUCTIONS

   Unusual manual containing 101 illustrations illustrating aspects of training inc. care of arms & equipment, concealment & camouflage, night work, fieldcraft &c. Staples rusted o/w VG & uncommon. See illustration on our website.
   £12.00

34. Field Exercise 1862. Pocket Edition. By Authority. xii+538pp., illus. HMSO. 1862.
   Orig. red leather, gilt, VG with brass catch. Nice example. See illustration on our website.
   £35.00

   Orig. red leather, gilt, somewhat worn, brass catch defective o/w sound. See illustration on our website.
   £25.00

36. Field Exercise & Evolutions of Infantry. 1870. As Revised By Her Majesty’s Command, xxxii+367pp., illus. HMSO. 1870.
   Orig. red leather, gilt, VG but lacking brass catch. See illustration on our website.
   £25.00

   Construction of entrenchedments, earthworks, redoubts, obstacles, stockades &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt, spotting to boards, VG. See illustration on our website.
   £20.00

   Training material produced by Army Mechanical Transports School in August 1944 & reprinted 1949 & 1950, relating to Universal & Loyd Carriers: from maintenance detail to range of action, fuel consumption, &c. Minor wear, VG, with errata/amendments loosely inserted. See illustration on our website.
   £10.00

   Largely horses & saddlery; also mule, donkey, camel & ox. Somewhat serviceworn, sound. See illustration on our website.
   £12.00
THE FIRST WORLD WAR: GENERAL HISTORY & MEMOIRS


Very useful outline of the French armed forces followed by handy French-English & English-French vocab. The author realised the need for these whilst coaching British officers for the Staff College & for interpreters’ exams. Orig. red cloth, little splitting/damage to sp. o/w VG. See illustration on our website.

£15.00


Officially printed record of the work of this Dept. & its subsidiaries, with roll of staff (e.g. Gas Warfare Mission at Washington, Purchasing Dept. at NY, &c.). Orig. red cloth, near fine, with loosely inserted text of Address by Sir Henry Babington Smith, Asst. Commissioner in the USA at the Annual Meeting of the Arista Society in Dec. 1918 (with much relating to the British war Mission & its work in his text). See illustration on our website.

£35.00


Rare rare account of fifteen months’ Imprisonment at Ruhleben. Orig. yellow glazed wraps., sp. split o/w sound. See illustration on our website.

£45.00


Records of the Committee’s efforts to obtain early release for civilian internees. VG.

£14.00


Detailed report. Presented to a war worker & signed by Chairman of the War Council of the American Red Cross. Orig. paper cvd boards, cloth backstrip, paper labels to front & sp. VG. See illustration on our website.

£20.00


Letters from training & active service in France Aug.-Nov. 1917. Orig. card wraps. with paper label to front. Scarce. See illustration on our website.

£25.00


Capitalising remarkably quickly on the spectacular success of ‘WAAC: The Women’s Story of the War’ a work of fiction cleverly presented as a veracious account of WAAC experience in hospitals in France (when in fact, Tom Werner Laurie engaged a “young male journalist” - whom he never publicly identified - to undertake the work which, although published in his fiction list, has been accepted as a genuine memoir - & quoted as such - by several latter day historians). In this volume the heroine, ‘spoiled’ by the war, describes her “curious amatory & other experiences during the years which she spent in wandering up & down the world after inheriting the large fortune bequeathed to her by her War lover... The narrative is not meant for children...” Very nice copy & scarce thus. See illustration on our website.

£50.00


Appreciations of 57 war poets such as Ledwidge, Tennant, Harold Parry, Edward Thomas, Bernard Pitt, Sgt. Streets, Charles Sorley &c., with fine tipped-in portraits of 27 of them. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.

£25.00


Doctor in SA Rebellion 1914 then German South-West Africa campaign 1915 with South African Medical Corps; posted as 2ic 2/1 Wessex Casualty Clearing Station in England then to a Stationary Hospital in Salonika 1916-18 & briefly Western Front 1918. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, spine split o/w generally sound.

£32.00

49. BECK (James M.) A Diary of Armistic Days from October 20, 1918 to December 21, 1918. 1st Ed., 92pp. Printed for Private Circulation & As A New Year’s Greeting to Friends. 1923.

Solicitor-General of the USA in London during period of armistice negotiations. Orig. paper cvd. boards.

£15.00


Canadian fighter ace’s classic memoirs. Orig. dec. cloth, VG. See illustration on our website.

£15.00


Useful reference to the principal events in each hamlet, village, wood &c., + account of the four battles of Ypres & list of titles given by the Battle Nomenclature Committee. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, stained but sound.

£15.00


Account of the German surface raiders. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website.

£14.00


Personal account by observer/gunner with 70 Sqdrn. on the Somme, trench strafing &c., June-Dec. 1916. The squadron operated from Fienwills & Alan Bott’s regular pilot, Lt. A.M. Vaucour, is identified as ‘V’ here. Orig. cloth, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website.

£14.00


A leading citizen & employer at Berteaucourt in occupied France arrested & imprisoned for eleven months in several forts & prisons, first in France then Germany. Orig. red cloth, blocked black, VG. See illustration on our website.

£20.00


£95.00
   Naval battles of Coronel & the Falklands 1914. £10.00

   PoW experience 1914-18, work of the Red X & other relief organizations, treatment of prisoners after capture &c. VG in dw. See illustration on our website. £14.00

73. JONES (E.H., Lt. IARO) & HILL (C.W., Lt., RAF) The Road to En-Dor: Being an Account of How Two Prisoners of War at Yozgad in Turkey Won their way to Freedom. 10th Imp., xv+351pp., 14 photos. John Lane. 1922.
   Life in the camp & the spiritualist activities of officers there in order to upset the regime, which resulted in the authors being repatriated as lunatics. Roll of all British & Indian Army officers interned at Yozgad in 1917 appended. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Useful outline of the entire campaign. Chipped orig. cloth, ex-Prince Consort’s Military Lib., Aldershot, lacking map but generally sound. £20.00

75. LUCAS (E.V.) Outposts of Mercy: The Record of a Visit in November & December 1916, to the Various Units of the British Red Cross in Italy. 1st Ed., orig. printed wraps., 60pp., 16 photos. Methuen, for BRCS. 1917.
   Author’s tour of Red Cross medical facilities on the Italian Front. VG. See illustration on our website. £25.00

76. MACMUNN (Lt.-Gen. Sir George, KCB, KCSI, DSO) Behind the Scenes in Many Wars: Being the Military Reminiscences of... 1st Ed., ix+370pp., portrait frontis., 7 illus., 2 maps. Murray. 1930.
   RA 1888; India, Burma, Sima, Kohat Field Force, Tirah, South Africa, War Office, Dardanelles (DAQMG throughout the campaign & much concerned with the successful evacuation plans), Mesopot. (C-in-C 1919-20). A rich and varied career. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, rather worn but sound copy. £25.00

   Civilian arrested as a spy in 1914, tried & imprisoned but eventually repatriated. Orig. cloth, somewhat worn, sound. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Marder argues that the Navy was near to victory in its attack on 18 March 1915, & might well have succeeded at a second attempt. VG ex-lib. copy in dw & uncommon. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Joined RN as assistant clerk in 1884, aged 16; served in West Indies 1899-1903, India 1903-08, WW1 with Naval Transport Staff in France/Flanders 1914-17 then Harwich Coastguard 1917-18. Orig. green cloth, blocked black, foxing to eps o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   A christian-socialist gives some opinions on the “horror & futility of war,” the nature of truth, faith &c., based on a year or more working “amongst the sick & dying on the Western Front.” A statement of belief rather than a war memoir. Scarce. See illustration on our website. £25.00

   Impressions of an American attached to the Russian Army in 1915. Orig. red cloth, VG ex-lib. See illustration on our website. £14.00

   Recollections & biographical notes on Maude by one who knew him well. Orig. cloth, worn. Uncommon. £20.00

   Explores reactions to the strain of the trenches, drawing on author’s experiences as MO of 1st Royal Fusiliers 1914-18. VG. See illustration on our website. £15.00

   Second part of the classic “Spanish Farm Trilogy” based on author’s experiences with 9th (S) Bn. Norfolk Regt. & on the staff as a Claims Officer in Flanders. Scarcer 1st Ed., orig. rust cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Mottram’s “A Personal Record,” John Easton’s “Broadchalk, A Chronicle” & Eric Partridge’s “Frank Honeywood, Private.” All three based on their authors’ personal experiences of the Western Front. Orig. black cloth, gilt, split & somewhat worn, generally sound. £14.00

   Various aspects of the work at 3rd London Gen. Hospital. Orig. printed paper covd. boards, sp. tanned, little spotting to front, generally VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Reminiscences 1917-18 as Commodore of Fast Convoys to & from the East through the Mediterranean. Orig. black cloth, gilt, sl. chipped at head of sp., VG. See illustration on our website. £16.00

Various units inc. territorial gunners, 5th Scottish Rifles, 9th HLI, Yeomanry & Red Cross on fronts such as Gallipoli, Palestine, France & Flanders. Orig. green cloth, VG with minor ex-lib. marks. Scarce. See illustration on our website.

£34.00


American in the RFC shot down & PoW August 1917. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. dull o/w VG ex-War Service Lib. (with attractive col. bookplate at front & trace of ticket pocket to rear ep.). £14.00


An account by the late Military Attache of the Legation at Berne & B.O. in charge of the interned in Switzerland. Falls (67) states: ‘The history of the British interned in Switzerland has an unpleasant side, mainly due to misunderstandings between races of strikingly different temperaments... Picot does not neglect this side, but he emphasises the kindliness & hospitality of the Swiss.’ Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG & inscribed by May D. Picot (likely to be the author’s wife or daughter - both of whom the work is dedicated). Scarce. See illustration on our website. £45.00


Author was a regular officer on the reserve, left at the depot when 1st DCLI sailed with the 5th Div. in Aug. 1914, joined the BEF with a draft about a month later, and was wounded another month later on after several engagements. Orig. red cloth, minor wear, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. £38.00


WW1 novel: “simply a record of some two years in the life of a youngster whose school-days came to an end when the Great War had begun...”. Attractive red pictorial cloth, sp. sl. rubbed o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £10.00

93. POTTER (Ernest C., MA) *In War-Zone Ports, or Sketches of Work among the Seamen of Britain essayed by The Missions to Seamen during the Great War in some of those Ports in the United Kingdom & France which were vital to the Allied Arms*. 1st Ed., [iii]+114pp., frontis., 8 photos. Office of the Missions to Seamen. 1919.

Work of the Missions to Seamen Society in the war & its facilities in various ports. Sp. strip lacking o/w sound in dec. paper covd. boards. See illustration on our website. £20.00


Valuable study of all aspects of Mesines & 3rd Ypres. VG in sl. worn dw. £10.00

95. SASSOON (Siegfried) *The Weald of Youth*. 3rd Imp., 278pp., portrait frontis. Faber. 1944.

Pre-1914 memoirs of the-then young poet. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £12.00


Portraits & detailed bios. of some 100 AFS volunteers who were killed in France during the war (inc. a number of ex-AFS who were killed in American regular forces 1917-18, Lafayette Escadrille, &c.). Minor sp. damage o/w VG ex-War Service Lib. (with attractive col. bookplate at front & trace of ticket pocket to rear ep.). £34.00


Text by Sgt. Ralf Sheldon-Williams MM, 10th Canadian MG Coy., illustrated by Inglis Sheldon-Williams, a war artist attached to Canadian Forces. Contains fine landscape scenes, character studies &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £25.00


WW1 novel: “simply a record of some two years in the life of a youngster whose school-days came to an end when the Great War had begun...”. Attractive red pictorial cloth, sp. sl. rubbed o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £12.00


American in the RFC shot down & PoW August 1917. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, sp. dull o/w VG ex-War Service Lib. (with attractive col. bookplate at front & trace of ticket pocket to rear ep.). £14.00


Diary of author’s service with Section Sanitaire Americaine No. 1 (or Section 1, American Field Ambulance) in France 1916-17. ‘Flikker’ was contemp. slang for a light car. Orig. dec. paper covd. boards, green cloth sp. strip with paper label, VG. See illustration on our website. £40.00


Battleship in the Dardanelles throughout the operations, Feb. 1915-Jan. 1916. Roll of Hon., awards (which includes VC to Midshipman Malleson) & officers rolls. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, somewhat worn, sound. £25.00


An immense & detailed study conducted by members of the Commission on the Western Front. Orig. red cloth, gilt, little rubbed/worn, sound throughout, VG. See illustration on our website. £40.00
   Novel based in part on the author’s experiences: “A short & deeply moving story of the Palestine campaign... Edward Thompson is an Oxford professor & a master of English prose. He fought in Mesopotamia & Palestine.” - jacket note. Orig. cloth, VG in chipped & somewhat stained (but scarce) dw. Of another novel by the same author (These Men, Thy Friends) Falls wrote “stands high in what may be called the ‘school of disillusionment’.” See illustration on our website. £40.00

   Early volunteer with the Harjes Ambulance Corps at Riquebourg & Montdidier 1914-15. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Drawings throughout the 59th Division’s training period in the UK, service in Ireland which included the Easter Rising, then France 1917-18, with accompanying text. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, split & worn, generally sound. £20.00

   Signaller with an Army Brigade, Field Artillery, through Messines, Passchendaele, Retreat & Final Advance. Readable & well-illustrated. Orig. black cloth, blocked in orange, VG £15.00

   Wesleyan chaplain attd. to No. 14 Field Ambulance, 5th Div., 1914-15, inc. Retreat from Mons, Le Cateau, Marne, Aisne, Ypes &c. Orig. red cloth, covs. stained o/w sound throughout. See illustration on our website. £25.00

   This novel “fills the gap between ‘Young Women of 1914’ & ‘The Case of Sergeant Grischa’” according to the author’s endnote. At the time of writing he had been expelled from Germany & resided in the USA; he notes that he “sketched out” the book in 1927, & began writing it twice, in 1928 & 1930, but that his expulsion (& the confiscation of his manuscripts) had delayed publication. Orig. black cloth, gilt, minor staining but generally VG & very scarce in chipped & rubbed but attractive dw: scarce thus. See illustration on our website. £35.00

   Famous war novel acclaimed by Falls: “...the struggle for life of a poor Russian prisoner of war, who escapes from his camp, steals the papers of a dead Russian deserter, is captured with them & condemned by the Germans to death... This is probably one of the ten best war novels.” VG & unusual in dw. See illustration on our website. £24.00

THE SECOND WORLD WAR

   Detailed & extensively illustrated work compiled by the NID. Little rubbed/worn, VG ex-lib. £45.00

   The Agency was established by the Paris Agreement of Jan. 1946; its function to ensure an equitable distribution of assets available as reparation from Germany among the member nations entitled to reparations, chiefly industrial equiupment, merchant shipping, captured assets & supplies. Contains records of various conferences & meetings, decisions on types of assets made available for reparations & their distribution &c. Much of interest on the state of German manufacturing &c. By the final report the Agency could “foresee the end of its task” & probably these four were the only annual reports produced. Contemp. blue binder’s cloth, gilt to sp. VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Pocketbook tyo be carried by all officers & NCOs in command of vehicles & motor-cycles. “This pamphlet supersedes Inspection, care & maintenance of Army vehicles (wheel) 1943.” VG. See illustration on our website. £10.00

   Radio operator with the New Zealanders. £10.00

   Author’s account of services with a Franco-American Ambulance extracted from letters to his wife & first published in ‘The Autocar’ magazine. Somewhat chipped/worn but attractive wraps. See illustration on our website. £20.00

   Standard biography inc. much on Western Desert, East Africa, Greece, Crete &c. VG in chipped dw. See illustration on our website. £10.00

   Subhas Chandra Bhose & the largely ineffective Indian National Army of 1A deserters (or JIFs) in WW2. See illustration on our website. £10.00
136. MCKINNEY (J.B.) Medical Units of 2 NZEF in Middle East & Italy. 1st Ed., xvii+462pp., approx. 70 photos., 14 maps (some col. & fldg.). Wellington: War History Branch, Dept. of Internal Affairs. 1952.

A volume of the New Zealand Official History. Campaigns in Greece, Crete, Western Desert & Italy. Roll of Hon., awards. Detailed & well-illustrated history. Orig. red cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. £25.00


Vol. II of four in the RAAF OH. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, VG. £20.00


Volumes of the New Zealand Official History including the impact of war on the Home Front, conscientious objectors, manpower & production, &c. Orig. green cloth, VG. £25.00

REGIMENTAL HISTORY


Detailed history: 1st Bn. Western Front 1915-18; 2nd Bn. F&F briefly then Palestine & back to France in 1918. Nominal roll, awards &c. VG. See illustration on our website. £30.00


Good & well-illus. account of the 2nd Black Watch throughout the campaign. Detailed Roll of Hon., officers’ services &c. Orig. blue cloth, VG. See illustration on our website. £35.00


Western Front from Aug. 1914, much on Retreat from Mons, Marne, Aisne & First Ypres. Roll of Hon., awards, officers. Evocative drawings. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £50.00


Somme, Ypres &c., 1915-18. Several good panoramic photos. of front line areas. Orig. paper covd. boards with cloth backstrip, VG, very nice copy. See illustration on our website. £20.00


Detailed history inc. Napoleonic Wars, First Afghan, Indian Mutiny, Zulu & Boer Wars &c. Orig three-qtr. morocco, gilt, sl. mark to front board o/w VG. See illustration on our website. £50.00


Western Front 1915-18 (the first New Army div. to take the field). Loos, Somme, Arras, Passchendaele &c. Order of Battle, staff &c. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, complete & sound but rather worn. £35.00


52nd Div. at Gallipoli, Egypt (Gaza &c.) & F&F in 1918. Roll of Hon., awards, officers &c. Orig. green cloth, gilt & black, VG. See illustration on our website. £40.00

146. FYLER (Col.) History of the 50th (or Queen’s Own) Regt. From the earliest date to the Year 1881. 1st Ed., xviii+380pp., num. plates, maps, plans, &c. Chapman & Hall. 1895.

Detailed history inc. Peninsula, Sikh Wars & Crimea. Orig. red cloth, gilt & silver, coves. stained & somewhat worn but sound & internally VG. £46.00


Fine colour plates of uniforms & description of the organisation, services of each unit, including their contribution to the Boer War 1899-1902. VG in sl. chipped/marked dw. See illustration on our website. £28.00


Biographical sketches on some distinguished 12th Lancers inc. extracts from several diaries &c., with some Boer War & Indian reminiscences, &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

149. HODGKINSON (Capt. A.) The King’s Own T.F. Being a Record of the 1/5th Bn. The King’s Own (Royal Lancaster Regiment) in the European War 1914-1918. 1st Ed., 184pp., portrait, 13 maps. Lewes: Lewes Press. 1921.

Western Front from Feb. 1915 to the Armistice then Brussels & Germany to Sept. 1919. 2nd & 3rd Ypres, Loos, Cambrai &c. Roll of Hon., awards, officers &c. Fine depiction of a TF bn.’s war experience compiled by the Quartermaster. Orig. blue cloth, VG. £35.00


Militia battalions in considerable detail. The regiment was embodied on a number of occasions & stationed in Ireland &c. Nominal rolls inc. officers 1770-1886, services of the officers & warrant officers. Orig. cloth, gilt, VG. See illustration on our website. £40.00


K2 Div. composed of Rifle & L.I. bns., F&F 1915-18 notably Loos, Guillemont, Ypres (Langemarck), Cambrai, March Retreat. Cheaper ed., printed paper covd. boards with div. sign to front board, VG. See illustration on our website. £40.00
   Substantial & detailed history from earliest times down to the Boer War. Orig. maroon cloth, gilt, minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £60.00

   F&F 1917-18, mostly in the Salient, also breaking the Hindenburg Line, 1918. Roll of Hon. Orig. red cloth, rather worn but sound throughout. £35.00

   Contains a complete listing of awards to officers & men with citations for all immediate awards (inc. MM's), also Roll of Hon. & this edition additionally includes citations for non-immediate DCMs & inter-war DCMs & MM's. See illustration on our website. £12.00

   Detailed history. Orig. brown cloth, gilt, VG & scarce. See illustration on our website. £35.00

156. SARGEAUNT (Capt. B.E.) The Royal Monmouthshire Militia: Being a Detailed Description of the Regiment From the Year 1600 to the Time of its Transfer to the Special Reserve. 1st Ed., xii+301pp., 4to, 30 plates. RUSI. 1910.
   The regiment was embodied on a number of occasions & supplied drafts to the RWF for the Crimean War. The Monmouth RE's served in Boer War (contains a short account of their activities, with nominal roll). Rolls of officers' services, NCOs, &c. Orig. half morocco, gilt, VG, sl. scratch to rear board o/w very nice copy. See illustration on our website. £35.00

   Excellent & extremely elusive history; 19 bns., nearly all Western Front with one chapter on Gallipoli. Roll of Hon., awards. Orig. black cloth, gilt, neatly rebacked with orig. sp. laid down, VG thus. £75.00

   The regiment was called out to aid the Civil Power many times between the 1790s & 1840s & these sorry events are fully described. Rolls of officers. Orig. blue cloth, minor wear, about VG. See illustration on our website. £25.00

   Substantial & scarce history: Vol. I only containing history from 1741-1914 (Peninsula, Indian Mutiny, Crimea, Boer War &c.). Orig. red cloth, gilt, rather rubbed & worn, ex-lib. RHQ Grenadier Guards, but sound for reference. £30.00

   Western Front from Jan. 1917, Battles of Bullecourt, Cambrai, March Retreat, Final Advance inc. Drocourt-Quentn Line, Havrincourt & the Canal du Nord. Detailed history with roll of officer casualties in the div., wounded & killed, during its entire active service. Orig. cloth, scarce, but split & worn copy, tho sound & complete. £75.00

**ARMY LISTS AND BIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE**

161. Official Quarterly Army List January 1885. Includes Gradation Lists showing officers promotions &c., War Services of Officers in the Army (inc. Egypt campaigns &c.). Orig. red cloth, gilt, somewhat soiled but very sound throughout. £30.00


163. The Indian Army & Civil Service List, July 1863. Includes regimental listings, gradation list (with remarks) &c., also includes Civil Service, Medical Establishment, Public Works., &c., with full index. Contemp. calf boards but lacking sp. panel. Sound. £35.00

164. Harts Annual Army List, Militia List & Indian Civil Service List for 1872. Premier Army List of the era containing War Services of Officers (British & Indian Army), regimental listings (British & Indian Army), gradation list of field officers &c. Index. Rebound with portions of orig. cloth laid down to boards & sp., sound thus. £40.00

165. The Army List 1977 Part III: Biographical. Contains British army officers' career details: promotion dates, staff service, awards & secondments. Orig. red card wraps., minor wear, VG. See illustration on our website. £20.00

166. The Monthly Army List: June 1917. Recent maroon cloth, gilt, VG. £5.00

167. Half-Yearly Army List July 1936. Gradation Lists, containing promotion dates, staff appointments & War Services of officers. Orig. printed card wraps., VG. Useful list. See illustration on our website. £35.00


Hardback reprint in dw. See illustration on our website. £14.00


County notables, many with war services. No. 431 of unstated limited edition. VG. See illustration on our website. £15.00


Extensive lineage, branches, seats &c. of the landed gentry. Previous edition was published 1914 & this contains many changes resulting from WW1. Orig. red cloth, sp. worn, sound reference copy. £30.00

**MISCELLANEOUS**


Outline of several proposed systems for an Australian Army. Chipped orig. wraps., previously has been bound with other pamphlets, VG thus & uncommon, ex-RUSI lib. See illustration on our website. £15.00


CONFIDENTIAL guidance for ‘Specials’ on the organisation of the Met., policing methods & procedures, &c. VG & scarce survival. See illustration on our website. £30.00


Biog. of the great British seaman of the 18th Century. Orig. blue cloth, sound copy with worn/damaged spine strip pasted to text block. £25.00


Standard work providing a most informative & accessible review of the growth & employment of the Royal Navy. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, cloth unevenly faded o/w VG. £25.00


Author joined the Royal Navy as a Boy, rose through the ranks to Chief Petty Officer & was a gunnery instructor, for 18 years; sailed all over the world in many ships & provides an interesting account of service on the lower decks. Orig. blue cloth, gilt, VG ex-lib. (just minor markings & none to sp.). See illustration on our website. £15.00


Valuable reference giving lineage, titles & lists of campaigns & battles in which regiments participated. See illustration on our website. £10.00


During the American Revolutionary Wars 1775-1783, with much material drawn from original correspondence &c. Orig. red cloth, gilt, VG & very scarce original edition. See illustration on our website. £30.00